A new chromosome type replacing the double minutes in a mouse tumor.
For several years the SEWA mouse ascites tumor has been a carrier of double minute chromosomes (DMs), some 90% of its cells containing from one to several hundred DMs. In one specific subline of this tumor, the cells with DMs had decreased in frequency to less than 5% of the cells. At the same time, the stemline chromosome number had increased from 43 to around 50. This was due to the presence, in addition to the ordinary telocentric chromosomes, of a varying number of medium-sized metacentrics. The fact that these chromosomes deviated from ordinary mouse chromosomes in special features, such as median centromeric position, early DNA replication, and complete lack of centromeric heterochromatin, indicates that they represent a new type of chromosome. Their striking agreement with the DMs in many properties makes it tempting to associate their origin with the disappearance of the DMs.